rats show much less contextual fear conditioning When administered before training to 23-day-old Longthan 23-day-old rats (Rudy, 1993(Rudy, , 1994 Morledge, 1994; Young & Fanselow, 1992). contextual fear conditioning, unlike auditory-cue fear conditioning, depends on the hippocampal formation which receives intensive cholinergic input Following a conditioning episode that involves the from the medial septal nucleus (Mayo, 1989). To the pairing of an auditory cue and shock, the normal extent that normal hippocampal system function deadult rat will display a conditioned freezing response pends on this input, one might expect that contexboth to the auditory cue and to the context in which tual fear conditioning will depend on functioning the shock occurred. Several findings suggest that cholinergic systems. Second, the amygdala, a site of these two forms of conditioned freezing, hereafter associative connection for auditory-cue fear conditermed contextual fear conditioning and auditorytioning, and perhaps contextual fear conditioning cue fear conditioning, depend on somewhat different
facilitates subsequent conditioning to the context, in a dose-dependent manner. Methylscopolamine which but preexposure to the auditory cue retards its abildoes not cross the blood-brain barrier, however, had no ity to become conditioned (Rudy, 1994 ; Rudy & effect on either form of conditioned fear. Scopolamine ad- Morledge, 1994; Young & Fanselow, 1992) . contextual fear conditioning, unlike auditory-cue fear conditioning, depends on the hippocampal formation which receives intensive cholinergic input Following a conditioning episode that involves the from the medial septal nucleus (Mayo, 1989) . To the pairing of an auditory cue and shock, the normal extent that normal hippocampal system function deadult rat will display a conditioned freezing response pends on this input, one might expect that contexboth to the auditory cue and to the context in which tual fear conditioning will depend on functioning the shock occurred. Several findings suggest that cholinergic systems. Second, the amygdala, a site of these two forms of conditioned freezing, hereafter associative connection for auditory-cue fear conditermed contextual fear conditioning and auditorytioning, and perhaps contextual fear conditioning cue fear conditioning, depend on somewhat different (Davis, 1993; LeDoux, 1993; Fanselow, 1994) , reneural systems. First, damage to the hippocampus ceives cholinergic input from the nucleus basalis impairs contextual fear conditioning but has no efmagnocellularis (Mayo, 1989) . Given this fact, one fect on auditory-cue fear conditioning (Kim & might expect that both contextual and auditory-cue Fanselow, 1992; Phillips & LeDoux, 1992 , 1994 Sel- fear conditioning depend on functioning cholinergic den, Everitt, Jarrard, & Robbins, 1991) . Second, systems. The subjects in these experiments were 23-these two forms of conditioning are dissociated durday-old rats. This age was used because it is the ing development: Both 18-and 23-day-old rats disearliest age at which both forms of fear conditioning play auditory-cue fear conditioning but 18-day-old have been obtained (Rudy, 1993; Rudy & Morledge, 1994) . Freezing in the presence of the conditioning
